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    As a kind of treasures in our country, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has 
a history of thousands of years. Herbalist doctors in each generation have 
accumulated a wealth of experience in long-term clinical practice. The summary of 
precious experience can not only enrich the TCM theory system, but also can 
promote the modernization of TCM. Therefore, the summary, exploitation and 
implementation of TCM data are a very important task in our country. However, it is 
difficult to be systematic and objective when using traditional methods such as 
masters’ impartation and manual processing to process TCM data. So, it is necessary 
to use computer technology to exploit TCM data and find laws behind these data. 
As a widely and successfully applied technology of data mining, Bayesian 
Network also has successful application in the medical field. In this thesis, original 
data for research came from clinical cases of chronic gastritis and medical records of 
modern famous herbalist doctors. According to the problems when Bayesian 
Network dealt with these data, this thesis gave methods of data preprocessing and 
grouping dimension-reduction. The main work is as follows: 
(1) The characteristic and normalization of TCM medical records are discussed 
in this thesis. As to the problem that TCM medical records are hard to be quantified, 
this thesis gave a quantification method which use symptom decomposition. The 
proposed method gave a way to process the TCM data. 
(2) The feature of high symptom dimension and sparse data in chronic gastritis 
cases was analyzed. Because of this feature, the symptom dimension of chronic 
gastritis is hard to be reduced. To solve this problem, this thesis proposed and 
described a grouping dimension-reduction method which combines hierarchy 
clustering with principal component analysis (PCA). Finally, the proposed method is 
applied to boost the learning ability of Bayesian Network. The experiment results 
and some open problems were also discussed. 
(3) This thesis described data-missing problems in medical records of “internal 















discussion of definition of missing data and impact which missing data caused on 
Bayesian Network learning. Following the introduction of many processing method 
of missing data, this thesis gave an improved SEM algorithm (E-SEM) based on 
Simulating Annealing and BC algorithm. Finally, the improved algorithm is used to 
train Bayesian Network and recognize the “five pathogenic factors” in the medical 
records. The performance of E-SEM algorithm was also discussed. 
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到决策树分类模型，并归纳出 5 条血癖证的诊断规则，对 194 例血癖证病例测
试结果为：阳性检测正确率、阴性检测正确率和检测正确率分别达到 97.67%、
99.07%和 98.45%。实验结果表明决策树能自动从中医病例中归纳诊断规则[6]。 
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